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Abstract

Differential privacy (DP) technologies are being promoted by organizations to encourage data
sharing, but without a proper understanding of how these technologies work, individuals may
make incorrect data-sharing decisions. A design gap exists in effectively communicating the
workings of DP technologies, such as Local DP, to users. Our research aimed to fill this gap
through the use of an explanatory illustration. We conducted an online survey with 228 partici-
pants to assess the impact of different explanation designs on understanding DP and data-sharing
decisions. Our study found that the visual explanatory illustration was more effective in as-
sisting individuals to comprehend Local DP’s privacy protection against large organizations as
compared to the textual description, with the illustration group exhibiting an increase of 51.4%
in their comprehension. The study also found that improved knowledge of privacy-enhancing
technologies does not guarantee willingness to share protected data. To prevent misinformed
decisions, future research could focus on designing a more effective way of communicating the
privacy protections of these technologies to users, building on the insights gained from our study.

1. Introduction

The analysis of big data has the potential to bring positive benefits to society, but if it is con-
ducted without proper data privacy protection, it poses a significant risk to the privacy and secu-
rity of individuals [1]. To address this issue, organizations such as government agencies [2, 3]
and companies [4, 5] have been advertising that they adopted differential privacy (DP) technolo-
gies to protect everyone’s privacy in big data analyses. However, studies [6, 7, 8] have revealed
that many regular users may have misunderstandings about the way privacy-enhancing tech-
nologies operate and their ability to effectively protect privacy. For instance, many people may
mistakenly think that using private browsing mode will conceal their physical location from the
websites they visit [6].

In an effort to increase the understanding of DP technologies among the general public, a
growing number of research projects [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] have sought to enhance the explanation
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of DP technology. Some researchers have utilized text-based descriptions [9, 10] to explain
DP technologies, while others [11, 12, 13] have utilized visual encoding. However, no existing
design effectively allows users to grasp the protection of numerical private data offered by DP
technology in a quick and simple manner.

Our study addressed the need by formulating a design space of DP explanation using the de-
sign space exploration research method [14]. The design space consists of four forms of explain-
ing DP technology: textual descriptions, tables, charts, and explanatory illustrations. Describing
the data perturbation process in Local DP using text is challenging for people to understand [9].
To address this challenge, we focused on designing visual explanations, including a table, a chart,
and an explanatory illustration. We conducted a preliminary study with five participants to as-
sess the clarity and impact of the visual designs on people’s decisions about sharing data. The
results showed that the explanatory illustration had the most potential to help users comprehend
how DP technology protects numerical private data effectively, compared to the other two visual
explanations.

To determine the impact of the different design elements used in textual descriptions and
visual illustrations on users’ understanding of DP as a privacy-enhancing technology and their
willingness to share private data, we conducted a large-scale survey. The survey aimed to address
the following three research questions.

RQ1 Can our explanatory illustration design improve people’s understanding of Local DP com-
pared to a text description?

RQ2 If RQ1 holds, what design elements contribute to its effectiveness?
RQ3 If RQ1 holds, does increased knowledge acquisition through the illustration design affect

people’s decisions to share personal data? If so, what is the reason behind this?

We carried out an online survey with 228 participants. The survey was designed as an A/B
test, where participants were randomly assigned to either read a textual description of Local DP
or an explanatory illustration. We asked three types of closed-ended questions: questions to test
participants’ knowledge, questions to gauge the extent of their privacy concerns, and questions
to assess their willingness to share data. The same closed-ended questions were repeated before
and after the DP explanation was provided. Finally, participants were given their ratings for
their privacy concerns and their willingness to share data and asked to explain any changes or
similarities in their ratings.

The results of our survey provided answers to our three research questions. Firstly, both the
textual description and the explanatory illustration helped participants understand Local DP to
some extent. However, the improvement in the understanding of how Local DP protects data
privacy from organizations was much greater in the group that read the explanatory illustration,
with a 51.4% increase in the rate of correct answers, compared to the group that read the textual
description, where the rate barely changed. This suggests that the explanatory illustration was
more effective in conveying the concept of Local DP. We attribute this to the clear explanation of
the mathematical concept of probability using an analogy of a lottery draw. Lastly, the survey re-
sults indicated that even though participants learned more about a privacy-enhancing technology,
their willingness to share data under its protection did not necessarily increase.

Our findings also revealed certain limitations in the current explanatory illustration design.
Some participants had additional questions that were not addressed, leading to confusion re-
garding Local DP. To address this issue, future research could incorporate natural language di-
alog techniques along with our explanatory illustration design to create a more effective way of
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communicating privacy protections to users. This approach has the potential to better inform
individuals when making decisions about sharing private data.

2. Background and Related Work

In this chapter, we start by giving an overview of DP by discussing its background informa-
tion. This includes explaining the meaning and relationship between various privacy parameters
in the mathematical definition of DP. Then, we describe how DP has been embraced by leading IT
companies and how they have used it to assure users of the protection of their data privacy. Addi-
tionally, we link the research on explaining DP to the research on explaining privacy-enhancing
technologies in general. Lastly, we provide a summary of prior design work aimed at explaining
DP to the general public and how the limitations of these designs motivated our research.

2.1. Background on Differential Privacy
DP is the state-of-the-art privacy definition for privacy-preserving data analysis, which pro-

tects personal privacy by limiting the impact of an individual record on the statistical analysis
results. DP assumes that a trusted third-party data curator collects users’ authentic data and adds
random noise to the analysis results so that malicious parties cannot reverse-engineer the details
of individual records through the analysis results. The formal definition of DP is as follows.

Definition 1. (Differential Privacy) [15] Let ε ≥ 0 and δ ∈ [0, 1). A randomized mechanism
M : Xn → Y satisfies (ε, δ)−differential privacy if and only if for any two datasets X, X′ ∈ Xn

that differs in only one record, and any Y ⊆ Y, we have

Pr[M(X) ∈ Y] ≤ eεPr[M(X′) ∈ Y] + δ

As shown in Definition 1, the impact of changes in individual user records on the database
analysis results is limited by a pair of parameters: ε and δ. One uses the privacy parameter ε
to adjust the level of privacy protection of the DP: a small value of ε indicates a high level of
privacy protection. Conversely, a larger value of ε indicates a higher level of privacy leakage.
The parameter δ is used to limit the variation of the output distribution of the analysis results
beyond eε.

In practice, ε is usually fixed to a reasonably safe value to ensure that the output distribution
of the analysis results is essentially the same. δ is usually a negligible value to ensure that the
differences in output distributions are bounded by eε in the vast majority of cases.

Local DP is a variant of DP that requires a weaker trust assumption than DP. Local DP
does not need a trusted data curator because the curator can no longer accurately infer a user’s
authentic data after the user perturbs their data locally. The formal definition of Local DP is as
follows.

Definition 2. (Local Differential Privacy) [16] Let ε ≥ 0 and δ ∈ [0, 1). A local randomized
mechanism M : X → Y satisfies (ε, δ)−local differential privacy if and only if for any two
individual records x, x′ ∈ X and any Y ⊆ Y, we have

Pr[M(x) ∈ Y] ≤ eεPr[M(x′) ∈ Y] + δ
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By comparing the difference between Definition 1 and Definition 2, we can tell that the only
difference between Local DP and DP is the number of data records that need to be obfuscated.
The M mechanism in Local DP adds random noise to two individual data records to ensure that
no one can infer from the data analysis output which data record produced the analysis result. In
other words, Local DP can be interpreted as a special case of DP to protect two datasets of size
1, so its privacy protection capability is required to be higher than that of DP.

2.2. Using Differential Privacy in Practice

IT companies [4, 5, 17] and government agencies [18, 3, 2] have implemented Local DP
to safeguard user privacy. For instance, Google created RAPPOR [4] to add noise to string
input data on a user’s device, while Apple employed a Local DP algorithm to protect user input
data and website visit history [5]. As these DP technologies become increasingly prevalent, our
research focuses on explaining their benefits and limitations to the general public.

2.3. Explanation of Privacy-Enhancing Technologies

DP technology is designed to enhance privacy. Other privacy-enhancing technologies include
anonymous web browsing [19], geo-blocking [20], and end-to-end encrypted secret chats [21],
etc. Computer systems utilize these technologies, including DP, to let users feel more at ease
when sharing personal information with certain parties. It is important to clearly explain the
strengths and limitations of privacy-enhancing technologies to users to prevent any unintended
harm from misunderstanding these technologies’ effectiveness.

Studies aimed at effectively communicating the privacy risks [22, 23, 6, 24, 25, 26] and
benefits [27, 28, 7, 8] of privacy-enhancing technologies have been conducted for many years.
Despite this, research [22, 26] has shown that a significant portion of these explanations fail
to help individuals make informed decisions about sharing their personal information. In some
instances, these explanations may even be misleading [6, 7, 8], such as leading users to believe
that private browsing fully conceals their physical location from websites [6].

Like other privacy-enhancing technologies, the current explanations of DP may also be inad-
equate or misleading to ordinary users, who have typically learned about DP through text-based
descriptions. DP has a unique feature compared to other privacy-enhancing technologies, as
its protection is probabilistic, meaning there is a degree of privacy leakage. As a result, re-
searchers [29, 10, 11, 12, 13, 30, 31] have begun to investigate the impact of existing DP expla-
nations on users’ data-sharing decisions.

2.4. Designs of Differential Privacy Explanation

Cummings et al. [29] discovered that traditional written explanations of Local DP do not ef-
fectively guide users in making informed decisions about sharing personal data. The researchers
provided six different explanations of Local DP to the survey participants to help them compre-
hend Local DP. After the participants had been given the explanations, they were asked both
knowledge-based and voluntary questions related to private data sharing. The results revealed
that fewer than half of the participants answered the knowledge questions correctly, leading many
to have misconceptions about Local DP’s ability to secure the data they upload to the cloud. This
finding has prompted a growing number of researchers [10, 11, 12, 13] to investigate ways to
better communicate Local DP’s data protection abilities to the general public.

The existing approaches to enhance the explanation of DP can be classified into two cate-
gories: text description design [9, 10, 31] and visual illustration design [11, 12, 13, 30].
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The text description design is the first category that we will discuss. Xiong et al.[9] attempted
to design various texts that explain DP and Local DP. However, their user study showed that peo-
ple had difficulty comprehending the working principle of Local DP from the text, particularly in
understanding the data perturbation process. Franzen et al.[10] utilized the risk communication
format from the medical field to design an explanation of DP privacy guarantees, but their user
study revealed that their explanation design did not significantly improve users’ understanding
of DP knowledge or increase their confidence levels. Smart et al. [31] elaborated on how the
algorithm parameters can impact users’ safety when sharing more browser history data. The
results from their knowledge test indicated that users were overconfident in their understanding.
In general, the current research on text description design has not been effective in helping users
grasp DP knowledge.

The second category is the visual illustration design, which aims to overcome the limitations
of text descriptions by incorporating visual aids. The dual coding theory [32] supports this design
approach, as it suggests that combining images and language is more conducive to information
processing, comprehension, and recall. Based on this theory, Nanayakkara et al. [13] designed
an interactive visualization tool for data managers who are unfamiliar with DP, to help them
provide correct DP protection for user data. Xiong et al. [12] created explanatory illustrations
to demonstrate how DP protects geolocation data privacy for ordinary users. Their user stud-
ies showed that the illustration designs helped people better understand DP, but it still required
extensive reading and comprehension. Additionally, their design cannot be applied directly to
explain DP protection for numerical data, such as income levels and medical records, which is a
high-demand scenario for ordinary users who want to quickly understand DP’s protective effect
on their numerical data before deciding whether to share it. Our research goal is to address such
high-demand scenarios through visual design.

Previous studies [13, 12, 9] have conducted controlled experiments to assess the impact of
various DP explanations on users’ understanding of DP and data sharing decisions. However,
these experiments only evaluated different content designs using the same improvement method.
While illustrations have been used to explain DP, there has been no comparison between illus-
trated explanations and the most effective textual explanations. Textual explanations are more
prevalent in current DP explanations than illustrated ones. Thus, our research aims to compare
the effectiveness of visual and textual designs in improving users’ understanding of Local DP.

3. Design Space Exploration

Due to difficulties in comprehending Local DP through text descriptions [9], we aim to ex-
plore alternative explanation designs to communicate the data perturbation process better. Before
developing these designs, analyzing the existing textual content designs used to describe Local
DP is necessary.

Previous designs on textual DP explanations [9, 29] have used the word ‘randomly’ to de-
scribe the perturbation of user data in Local DP. For example, Xiong et al. [9] wrote, “The app
will modify your data randomly before sending it to the app server.” Cummings et al. [29] de-
scribed, “In the local DP model, users perturb their information randomly with the help of a
collection mechanism, such as their device, before sending it to the curator for analysis.” These
general descriptions do not provide a clear picture of the randomized mechanism.

Describing the mechanism in detail may introduce unintelligible technical jargon to ordinary
users. Thus, we considered using visuals to explain the mechanism more intuitively. We used the
design space exploration method [14] to systematically evaluate three design categories: Table,
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Chart IllustrationTable

Figure 1: Three non-textual design prototypes for communicating the data perturbation process of Local DP: Table (a
probability distribution), Chart (a pie chart), and Illustration (a lottery game).

Chart, and Illustration, as shown in Figure 1. The data table displays the probability distribution
for each authentic or fake data that may be uploaded online. The chart depicts the expected pro-
portion of authentic or fake data in the uploaded data. The illustration uses a series of schematics
or pictures to show the process of adding random noise to authentic data. Of the three designs,
the illustration is the most effective in communicating the process and the most challenging to
create.

The following paragraphs elaborate on how the different design prototypes illustrate the data
perturbation procedure. These prototypes have been created based on typical user scenarios.
We have adopted a usage scenario described by Cummings et al. [29] where users are asked to
provide information about their job title and income to aid in advancing social justice. The users
can choose from four job titles and four income levels to upload.

Our prototypes will demonstrate a fundamental data perturbation process that protects nu-
merical data. This process involves a randomized response and sets the privacy budget, ε, to
ln(3). It means that the user’s actual data has a 25% chance of being uploaded. In contrast, each
of the remaining fake data options has a 5% probability of being uploaded instead of the actual
data.

(1) Table Design: The table design shows all the available data upload options and ranks
them based on their upload probability. Once the user inputs mock data, the table updates the up-
load probability and highlights the user’s input row in yellow and the remaining options in green.
Suppose the user understands the concept of probability. In that case, they can comprehend that
there is a 75% chance of the input data being transformed into fake data and a 5% chance of each
fake data replacing the authentic data.

(2) Chart Design: The pie chart is the best way to visually represent the perturbation prob-
ability of the user’s input data. In our design, a quarter of the chart is filled with yellow to
represent the 25% chance of the authentic data being sent to the server. The remaining three-
quarters of the chart is green, indicating the non-authentic data. The pie chart is less misleading
than the table design as its background color proportion corresponds to the perturbation proba-
bility. However, it sacrifices data details, as the user cannot see the specific fake data or their
replacement probability.

(3) Illustration Design: The illustration design is inspired by lottery events used to teach
probability. The authentic data is represented as yellow balls in a raffle box, while the fake
data is represented as green balls. The data perturbation process of Local DP is analogized to
randomly picking a ball from the raffle box. The small balls symbolize a 5% probability, the
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minimum upload probability in the user scenario. Thus, the illustration shows five yellow and 15
green balls in the raffle box.

When the user inputs data and clicks the “Pick a Ball” button, they will see an animated
illustration of a hand picking a ball from a gray box. As depicted in Figure 1, on this occasion, a
green ball was selected, representing an altered data record for a teacher with an income between
5,000 and 10,000, as opposed to the user’s original input of a farmer with an income less than
5,000. The illustration design combines the benefits of the previous two designs and eliminates
their drawbacks. Users can click the button repeatedly to see how probability impacts the data
perturbation process.

4. Iterative Design and Evaluation Method

Our iterative design and evaluation process consisted of three steps, as shown in Figure 2.
Each of these steps is described in the following three sections.

Prototype Evaluation
N=5

Present Local DP Knowledge and 
Data-Sharing Scenario

Filter & Improve 
Designs

for
Local DP

Explanation

1

Present Four Design Prototypes2

Ask for Ratings and Comments3

Survey Evaluation
N=228

Present Data-Sharing Scenario1

Pre-Test Willingness/ 
Concerns/Knowledge

Randomly Present 
Text or Illustration Explanation3

Ask for Reasons of Rating Updates 
and Other Comments5

Post-Test Willingness/ 
Concerns/Knowledge

2

4

Figure 2: The frame diagram of our iterative design and evaluation method.

The first step was a small pilot study with five participants, where we aimed to identify the
most effective prototype among the three visual designs in explaining the data perturbation pro-
cess. We also gathered feedback and suggestions for improvement. In the second step, the chosen
prototype was improved based on the feedback from the pilot study. Finally, the most effective
visual design was compared to the textual design in a large-scale online survey with 228 partic-
ipants to answer three research questions. These questions were: which design helped people
better understand local DP (RQ1)? Were there differences in knowledge test scores between the
text and illustration groups, and why (RQ2)? Did the differences in knowledge acquisition affect
people’s data-sharing decisions, and why (RQ3)?

5. Prototype Evaluation

We needed to determine which of the non-textual prototypes for explaining the data pertur-
bation process was most effective for ordinary users, as each prototype has its advantages and
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disadvantages. To do so, we carried out a small pilot user study with approval from Guangzhou
University. The study aimed to identify which prototypes had the potential to effectively explain
the data perturbation process and which prototypes had severe limitations, and the feedback from
the users would be used to improve the preliminary designs.

5.1. Method
The study was conducted either in-person or remotely via Zoom, with each participant re-

ceiving a cash reward of $30 US dollars. The audio and screen recordings were transcribed and
analyzed using an open-coding technique [33], with common themes identified across the stud-
ies. In the key findings, we include quotes from participants identified by ID numbers following
the letter P for “participant” (e.g., P1).

Participants. Five participants were recruited, including four non-experts and 1 DP expert,
with ages ranging from 19 to 57 years old and varying levels of education and Internet experi-
ence. Two got high school degrees, and another two participants got bachelor’s degrees. The
participants had all faced privacy breaches and consequences such as harassment and phishing.

Procedure. Before evaluating the prototypes, the participants received training on Local DP
to familiarize themselves with the necessary background information. This training was not part
of the final design. After completing the training, the participants were shown each of the design
prototypes. The prototypes were based on an imaginary scenario where people were asked to
share their data for the purpose of income justice research, which was adapted from a previous
DP explanation design study [29]. The participants were asked to rate each prototype on two
five-point Likert scale questions: (1) Does this prototype effectively explain the data perturbation
process? and (2) Does this prototype alleviate my concerns, making me comfortable with sharing
my data? Their evaluations were taken into consideration, and they were encouraged to provide
suggestions for improvement. The entire study took approximately one and a half hours.

5.2. Key Findings and Discussion
Table 1 showed that all participants either agreed or strongly agreed that the text description

was clear. Out of the five participants, four preferred the clarity of the explanatory illustration,
with only one favoring the text description. The clarity scores of the data table and the pie chart
were not as high, with participants showing a divided opinion. To gain a deeper understand-
ing of these scores, we conducted a qualitative coding of the participants’ comments about the
prototypes.

Participants
Text Table Chart Illustration

Clear Share Clear Share Clear Share Clear Share

P1 4 4 2 2 4 4 4 4

P2 4 4 5 4 3 3 5 4

P3 4 4 4 4 3 3 5 4

P4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3

P5 5 4 2 2 5 4 4 3

Table 1: Ratings of Local DP explanation design clarity and people’s willingness to share data after reading the explana-
tions.

Our qualitative analysis revealed a split in participants’ evaluations of the clarity of the data
table and pie chart. P1 and P5 who disagreed that the data table was clear cited their dislike of
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math and numbers while favoring the pie chart as more intuitive. Conversely, the other partici-
pants thought the pie chart was insufficient in presenting information, while the data table was
clear as it displayed all the altered data values.

This outcome indicates the presence of two groups: one that struggles to understand the data
table and another that finds the pie chart insufficient. In contrast, our analysis of participant
comments on the illustration prototype did not reveal such a divide, leading us to conclude that it
would be safe to omit the data table and pie chart from future formal studies and solely compare
the explanatory illustration and text description.

The evaluation of the illustration design was positively received by four of the study par-
ticipants, who appreciated the engaging lottery analogy used to explain the data perturbation
process. Additionally, P4 and P5 recommended incorporating further illustrations to convey
why privacy risks they were concerned about were not present after using Local DP. This idea
was supported by the research of Xiong et al. [12] which found that explaining how Local DP
eliminates privacy risks without delving into technical details would aid users in understand-
ing its privacy protection capabilities. In response, the next iteration of the illustration design
will emphasize addressing this user requirement by providing more elaborate explanations. The
improved design will be discussed in the following section.

Our participants also recommended changes to the hypothetical data-sharing scenario design
as they needed clarification on the implications of sharing income data for scientific research.
They suggested using a more familiar scenario, such as sharing medical data. The scenario of
sharing income data was initially taken from Cummings et al. [29]. However, Cummings et
al. also created a medical scenario in their work, and other researchers [9] have used a simi-
lar scenario for user testing. Therefore, we modified the hypothetical data-sharing scenario in
our formal survey to ask participants to imagine sharing their medical records with a non-profit
organization for research purposes.

6. Explanatory Illustration Design

According to the initial user study results, it is suggested that the illustration be enhanced to
clarify how Local DP secures user privacy against potential privacy violations by hackers, gov-
ernments, and organizations. The illustration should demonstrate the data perturbation process
and then show how Local DP protects against these adversary types, which are listed in detail
in Table 2. Cummings et al. [29] have emphasized that these three types of adversaries are the
primary concerns for users, and thus, the new illustration content should effectively address these
issues.

No. Abbreviation Description

1 Hack The hacker attacks the database to access your authentic data.

2 Law The government compulsorily acquires your authentic data.

3 Organization The organization directly uses or shares your authentic data.

Table 2: The three types of privacy concerns that Local DP can eliminate.

However, explaining all potential privacy attacks to users is not practical as they want a quick
overview of Local DP. As users may have varying levels of concern about different adversaries,
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we designed a customization mechanism. The system prompts users to prioritize their concerns
about privacy threats, then only explains how the highest concern won’t happen. The other
explanations are accessible through a menu for those interested in learning more. This targeted
approach may effectively address user concerns.

The design of this new communication flow and how the default illustration is chosen based
on the user’s response will be explained in the following paragraphs, followed by a description
of the added content in the illustration design.

New Communication Flow. We suggest altering the conventional method of seeking user
consent to share data by first asking them about their privacy fears. Our new approach involves
a communication flow that begins with assessing users’ privacy concerns and then providing a
tailored illustration to address their top concerns. Users are prompted to rate their worry regard-
ing hacker attacks, government requests, and organizational violations on a scoring scale from
1 to 5, where 1 indicates “not concerned at all,” 2 stands for “slightly concerned,” 3 represents
“somewhat concerned,” 4 means “moderately concerned,” and 5 signifies “very concerned.”

Users can express their level of concern about hacker attacks by assigning a high score to
the Hack concern. They can show distrust towards the government by assigning a high score to
the Law concern. We revised the definition of the Organization concern in Cummings et al. [29]
so users will indicate that they are worried about their data being stolen by organizations if they
assign a high score to this concern.

After the user rates their privacy concerns, the illustration presents information to alleviate
their top concern. If there is a tie for the highest score, the system randomly selects one of the
concerns to address. The improved illustration design will be described in the next section.

Illustration Design Refinement. The illustration shown in Figure 3 depicts only one sce-
nario of privacy concerns - in this case, government access to user data. The illustration has five
frames, with the first two frames depicting the data perturbation process, which is the same as in
the original design. The remaining three frames are newly added content and show how, in the
case of government access, the government cannot access real user information. The illustration
demonstrates that while the government has access to user-uploaded data, it cannot determine the
authenticity of the data due to the protection provided by the data perturbation process through
Local DP.

We have developed a template to showcase how Local DP safeguards against potential pri-
vacy breaches from three sources: the government, hackers, and organizations. For each adver-
sary, two explanations are provided: one for when users upload real data, and another for when
they upload modified data. Figure 3 is an example of how the template explains how Local DP
protects user information from being accessed by the government. The image and description in
the illustration must be adjusted to fit each individual privacy threat scenario.

Table 3 provides a list of the icons and text descriptions used in all privacy breach scenarios.
The three symbols represent the privacy hazards from the government, hackers, and analysts. The
design provides two distinct perspectives, as the algorithm simulates either uploading authentic
data or altered data. When uploading authentic data, the design must inform users that the source
of their top privacy concern has access to their actual information. However, they can still deny
the authenticity of any data that has been compromised. When uploading altered data, the design
directly informs users that the adversaries do not have access to their authentic information. In
this case, there is no need to have separate explanations for different subjects.

Our final DP explanation design presents two novel features in comparison to the standard
DP explanation methods currently in use. Firstly, it elicits users’ levels of concern regarding
privacy attacks and then assuages their worst fears. Secondly, our design is more in tune with
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Figure 3: The default illustration explaining how Local DP protects user privacy from the government.

people’s cognitive tendencies to process information through a blend of text and visual elements.
In theory, a personalized multimedia-based explanation should be more appealing and effective
than a rigid text-only explanation [32]. Nonetheless, further research through a formal survey is
necessary to verify this and determine the reasons behind it.

7. Survey Evaluation

Our illustration design for explaining Local DP features novel elements, such as visualizing
the data perturbation process as a lottery and customizing the content for specific privacy con-
cerns. Through a large-scale online survey, we aim to answer the following research questions:

1. Which design, our illustration or the traditional text-based explanation, is better at helping
people understand Local DP? (RQ1)

2. If there is a difference in knowledge test performance between the text group and the
illustration group, what design elements are responsible? (RQ2)

3. Are the differences in knowledge acquisition reflected in people’s data-sharing decisions,
and why? (RQ3)
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Adversary Upload Data Additional Explanation

Authentic The government may access your data in the database. However, due to the high probability
of uploading unauthentic data, the government cannot distinguish whether the data is authentic
or not.

Unauthentic The government can only get access to the unauthentic data you sent.

Authentic The hacker may get your real data. But since many people also uploaded unauthentic data,
hackers cannot tell whether the data is authentic or not.

Unauthentic The hacker can only get access to the unauthentic data you sent.

Authentic The analyst is unlikely to analyze your authentic data from the analysis results given by the
organization, because the probability of uploading unauthentic data is high.

Unauthentic The analyst can only get access to the unauthentic data you sent.

Table 3: The icons and text descriptions for explaining three privacy attack scenarios.

7.1. Method
To conduct the online surveys, we utilized the reliable crowdsourcing platform Prolific 1. Our

study was designed as an A/B test, randomly dividing participants into two groups. One group
read the text description of Local DP, while the other group read the explanatory illustration. The
survey lasted approximately 20 minutes, and participants received £0.15 (US$0.17) per minute
for their time. The participants answered questions on our custom website, which recorded both
their objective and subjective responses and the time spent on each page. To analyze the collected
data, we employed mixed methods [34], which allowed us to incorporate both quantitative and
qualitative results to answer our research questions.

Participants. We recruited 228 participants to complete our survey, 117 in the text group and
111 in the illustration group. We required participants to be native English speakers to eliminate
the influence of language ability on reading the survey material.

The participants’ demographic information is summarized in Table 4. There was an equal
representation of males and females in both groups. The age range of participants was from
18 to over 55, with a majority of 24-44 years old (58.1% in the text group and 57.6% in the
illustration group). Both groups had a higher education level, with a majority being higher edu-
cation students or university graduates. The majority of participants in both groups were from
the United Kingdom (66.7% in the text group and 57.7% in the illustration group), while the
remaining participants were from predominantly English-speaking countries such as the United
States, Canada, and South Africa.

Procedure. The survey first gathered the participants’ demographic information and had
them take a DP knowledge test. After completing the pre-test, they were presented with a medical
scenario in which they were asked if they would like to share their medical records with a non-
profit organization for research purposes. Participants rated their willingness to share the data on

1https://www.prolific.co/
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Gender Male Female Other N/A

Text 47.0% 53.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Illustration 53.2% 45.9% 0.0% 0.9%

Age 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55+ N/A

Text 10.3% 37.6% 20.5% 17.9% 13.7% 0.0%

Illustration 13.5% 27.9% 29.7% 9.9% 18.0% 0.9%

Education Middle or
Lower

High School College Bachelor’s Graduate N/A

Text 1.7% 13.7% 20.5% 43.6% 20.5% 0.0%

Illustration 2.7% 23.4% 20.7% 36.0% 17.1% 0.0%

Country United King-
dom

United States Canada South Africa Other N/A

Text 66.7% 9.4% 1.7% 5.1% 17.1% 0.0%

Illustration 57.7% 17.1% 6.3% 5.4% 11.7% 1.8%

Table 4: Participants’ demographics information.

a 5-point scale and also rated their level of concern for three privacy issues. The survey randomly
assigned them either a text description or a customized explanatory illustration to learn about
Local DP. After reviewing the material, they rated their opinions again and saw their pre- and
post-ratings. They were then asked to explain why their ratings changed or remained the same,
as well as which design elements helped them understand Local DP and which elements they
liked or disliked. Finally, participants retook the DP knowledge test.

Text Explanation Selection. The text explanations created by Xiong et al. in [9] were
found to help individuals comprehend Local DP effectively. In contrast, text explanations from
Cumming et al. [29] did not have the same impact. Thus, we adopted the LDP Imp description
created by Xiong et al. as the reading material for our control group. The LDP Imp description
primarily outlines the impact Local DP has on the user’s data and the reasons why it ensures
data privacy, which is also conveyed in our explanatory illustration. The text explanation’s full
content is in Appendix A.

Knowledge Test Design. The knowledge test used in our study was based on the one created
by Xiong et al. [9] to assess participants’ understanding of privacy risks and data availability. It
evaluated their comprehension of privacy protections against attackers, organization employees,
and third parties. The whole test questions content is in Appendix A. Unlike the open-book test
used by Xiong et al., participants were not allowed to refer to the description/illustration of Local
DP while taking the test.

7.2. Findings
The survey results have been divided into three sections. The first section showcases the

participants’ test results to determine the effectiveness of visual illustrations or textual explana-
tions in improving understanding of Local DP (RQ1). The second section analyzes the changes
and reasons for participants’ willingness to share data. The final section collects participants’
assessments of which design elements were effective in learning about Local DP.

Evidence of Knowledge Acquisition. Table 5 shows the knowledge test performance of the
text group and the illustration group before and after learning the Local DP knowledge.
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Test
Text Illustration

pre post change pre post change

T1 (Privacy Against Hackers) 0.214 0.752 0.538* 0.198 0.603 0.405*

T2 (Privacy Against Organizations) 0.111 0.188 0.077 0.108 0.622 0.514*

T3 (Privacy Against Third-party) 0.214 0.556 0.342* 0.261 0.441 0.180*

Total Score 0.539 1.496 0.957* 0.567 1.666 1.099*

Table 5: Comparison of knowledge test results between the text and illustration groups before and after reading the Local
DP knowledge explanation. (* indicates that the score change is statistically significant.)

We performed a one-way ANOVA analysis to assess the impact of learning about Local DP
on the test scores. The results showed that both the text description and explanatory illustration
groups had statistically significant improvements in their knowledge test performance. The text
group’s average test score improved from 0.539 out of 5 to 1.496 (F(1, 115) = 82.73, p < .001)
with a large effect size (η2 > 0.687). Similarly, the illustration group’s average score increased
from 0.567 to 1.666 (F(1, 109) = 78.49, p < .001) with a large effect size (η2 > 0.708). However,
one-way ANOVA showed no significant difference between the two groups’ score improvement
(F(1, 226) = 0.94, p = 0.333).

An analysis of the test results for each question revealed an interesting difference between
the two groups. While the text group’s accuracy in determining if Local DP protects user data
privacy from organizations did not change much after reading the text description, the illustra-
tion group’s accuracy improved by 51.4% after reading the explanatory illustration. One-way
ANOVA showed that the different communication designs had a statistically significant impact
on the improvement of test performance (F(1, 226) = 42.28, p < .001) with a large effect size
(η2 > 0.477).

Evidence of Willingness Change. Our findings indicated that the text group’s average will-
ingness to share data increased, with an average score rising from 2.496 to 2.915 (Kruskal-Wallis
H = 7.14, p = 0.008) and a large effect size (r = 0.613). For the illustration group, there was
also an improvement in their average willingness to share data, but it was not statistically sig-
nificant, going from 2.658 to 2.820 (Kruskal-Wallis H = 0.70, p = 0.403). Our comparison of
the reasons given by both groups revealed that the illustration group was 10.1% more concerned
about attacks by hackers that Local DP could not protect against.

Table 6 presents the themes that explain why participants were willing or unwilling to share
data despite Local DP protection. The findings showed that 20.7% of the illustration group
expressed concerns about the possibility of uploading real data, even if they could deny the au-
thenticity of the data due to Local DP. However, 13.5% of the illustration group felt that sharing
real data with a low probability of detection was acceptable, as it would be difficult for adver-
saries to determine the authenticity. In contrast, no responses from the text group mentioned the
possibility of uploading real data.

Helpful Design Elements. Table 7 highlights the key design elements that aided participants
in comprehending Local DP. Over 60% of the participants in the text group cited that the phrase
“randomly modify data” helped their understanding of Local DP, whereas only 23% of the illus-
tration group participants said the same. Nearly 47% of the illustration group found the analogy
between Local DP and lottery helpful in comprehending the concept. They explained that they
learned about Local DP randomly selecting real or altered data to upload based on specific prob-
abilities and how this impacted their willingness to share data. This type of response was not
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Theme Design Count Representative Message

Feel safer under Local DP pro-
tection

Illustration 35 Noticed that once my data is protected hackers won’t be able to
have access to my data.

Text 46 I’d feel slightly more reassured there is a privacy system in place,
but not much since I don’t understand it fully.

Distrust any privacy-
enhancing technology

Illustration 15 Even with more technology to protect my data I am still not willing
to share it.

Text 15 Regardless of the security methods used to protect my data, there
is always a risk that my personal data could be compromised.

Fear of other unknown attacks
Illustration 15 Hackers etc. are always innovative and will no doubt find a way to

circumvent this at some point.

Text 4 Still have vulnerable point of entries for hackers.

Distrust the DP technology for
non-technical reasons

Illustration 9 I do not trust this new technology.

Text 9 I do not trust the ‘modified’ privacy method.

Worry about denial of data au-
thenticity

Illustration 23 There is still a small chance that my data will be accessed.

Fine with denial of data au-
thenticity

Illustration 15 Being able to deny the data sent was my real data.

Table 6: Coding themes of the reasons to change or not change the willingness to share data under Local DP protection.

Theme Design Count Representative Message

Wording of “randomly mod-
ify”

Illustration 26 The randomness of it makes it not perfect and I would prefer seeing
something that just avoids your real data going out entirely.

Text 71 Local DP will randomly modify my data before sending it to the
organisation.

Lottery analogy Illustration 48 Similar to the lottery and the box containing different balls as it
shows that the chances of your data being shared is slim.

Visual coding Illustration 26 The visual and colouring makes it easy to track the whole process.

Not understand Text 10 I am confused about data modification and I guess this is why I
feel I don’t truly understand DP because that doesn’t make sense.

Table 7: Key design elements that were helpful for participants to learn Local DP.

seen in the text group’s feedback. Additionally, 8.5% of the text group participants stated that
they still did not fully understand how Local DP protects data.

8. Discussion

In this section, we combine our findings to address RQ2 and RQ3. We will first examine
the unique illustration design elements that led to a higher proportion of the illustration group
correctly answering the question about organizational data privacy protection (RQ2). Then, we
will explore the reasons for the lack of increased willingness to share data despite awareness of
Local DP protection (RQ3). Lastly, we will discuss the limitations of our study.

8.1. Effectiveness of Lottery Analogy Design
Our results showed that the explanatory illustration design was more effective in helping

people understand data perturbation’s process and result than a text-based explanation. This con-
clusion was drawn from the fact that individuals who read the illustration revised their incorrect
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answers about protecting user data privacy from organizations, while those who read the text did
not. The difference in performance improvement was statistically significant. Additionally, many
participants in the illustration group used their newfound understanding of the data perturbation
process to explain their concerns and reasoning behind their willingness or reluctance to share
data. However, we did not see this phenomenon with the text group, who offered vague reasons
such as “a little reassured about having a privacy system” or “should be able to protect.”

Previous work by Xiong et al. [9] demonstrated that it is challenging for people to compre-
hend the data perturbation process in DP through text alone. Our research shows that using a
visual illustration design can make this process easier to understand. Our design’s success can
be attributed to its use of an analogy between the local DP data perturbation process and a lottery
draw. This analogy is based on the approach used in K-12 math education [35] to teach proba-
bility. The systematic framework for teaching mathematical concepts with visual language and
manipulatives in K-12 education [36] has been effective for students who have difficulty learning
math through language [37, 38]. Our design leverages this framework to help explain the concept
of probability to ordinary users.

Therefore, we recommend the following approach to tackle similar design challenges: First,
identify the mathematical concepts necessary for explaining privacy-enhancing technologies.
Second, seek out a visual teaching solution for those concepts from the K-12 math education
toolkit. Finally, incorporate the teaching solution into the illustration design.

8.2. Influence of Risk Perception on Willingness to Share

Our survey findings indicated distinct outcomes in the data-sharing decisions of the two
groups after learning about Local DP’s privacy protection. The willingness to share data re-
mained largely unchanged among participants in the illustration group, while it increased signif-
icantly among those in the text group. The illustration group showed a significant improvement
in answering all quizzes correctly, while the text group struggled to correctly answer questions
related to Local DP uploading data to organizations.

We also observed that the illustration group was more likely to consider the potential pri-
vacy risks associated with using a privacy-enhancing technology, as 34.2% of them considered
whether it was acceptable for the technology to have a chance of uploading their authentic data.
On the other hand, the text description did not prompt participants to think about potential pri-
vacy risks. This finding suggests that people are better equipped to assess privacy risks and make
informed decisions when they have a clear understanding of how a privacy-enhancing technology
operates.

Interestingly, our experiment revealed that providing a clear explanation of the technology is
unnecessary to establish trust. Instead, participants were more inclined to trust a straightforward
statement like “your privacy is protected even if the database is compromised.” While using plain
language has advantages in making information more understandable [39], it does not imply that
visual illustrations should be overlooked. Our study demonstrated that users might not grow
trusting as they gain more knowledge about the technology. Their reluctance mainly stemmed
from newfound uncertainties regarding the technology’s inability to provide 100% protection
or unfounded fears and rejections. Previous work on nudges [40, 41] and emotional motiva-
tions [28] has demonstrated promise in addressing such problems and promoting the adoption of
privacy-enhancing technologies. Hence, it is worthwhile to explore combining these strategies
with visual illustration designs in future work.
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8.3. Limitations
Our study had two key limitations. Firstly, the impact of our communication flow customiza-

tion design was limited. This limitation could be due to either the general nature of the privacy
attack examples or the design’s inability to address people’s new concerns that arose. Secondly,
our explanatory illustration design only explains how DP protects numerical data and cannot yet
be applied to other data types, such as geolocation data. Although Xiong et al. [12] recently
developed an illustration that effectively explains DP protection for geolocation data, there is no
straightforward way to combine the two designs. Future work can focus on creating an explana-
tory illustration design framework that can explain DP protection for various data types.

9. Conclusion and Future Work

With the increasing adoption of differential privacy technologies, it is crucial to understand
how users perceive these technologies. Our research examined the impact of different expla-
nation designs on people’s understanding of privacy-enhancing technologies and data-sharing
decisions. Our findings showed that illustration-based explanations are more effective in helping
people understand these technologies than text-based explanations. Additionally, having a clear
understanding of the technology does not necessarily lead to an increase in willingness to share
data. Instead, it prompts individuals to reflect more on potential privacy risks associated with
sharing their information.

Moving forward, there is an opportunity to enhance the design of our visual illustrations to
cater to users who may still be confused or concerned about privacy. One potential approach is
to combine the techniques of nudges [40, 41] and emotional motivations [28] with visual illus-
trations to address users’ concerns and alleviate any fears or rejections they may have. Another
approach could involve utilizing natural language processing technologies (e.g., InstructGPT
model [42]) to facilitate a dialogue with users, gathering feedback on the DP explanations, and
generating answers to their queries. Additionally, it would be interesting to explore how visual
illustrations can be dynamically added to these explanations to improve users’ comprehension.
Finally, it would be useful to develop a framework that can automatically switch the type of
explanation based on the type of data being shared, for example, using the lottery analogy to
explain the addition of noise to numerical data and heat maps to explain the addition of noise to
geolocation data.
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Appendix A. Survey Instruments

Appendix A.1. Knowledge Test

Before reading Local DP materials, the participant needs to take the knowledge test about
Local DP. The questions in the test are as follows.

T1. Suppose that you have your health information collected by the organization, but your
health information was protected by a privacy protection technique called differential pri-
vacy. If an attacker gets access to the database of the organization, will the attacker be able
to see your real health information?

T2. The organization decided to deploy differential privacy to improve the privacy protection
of its users. With the deployment of differential privacy, will the initial data received by
the organization contain any noise?

T3. The organization decided to deploy differential privacy to improve the privacy protection
of its users. For the third party companies with which the health organization shared data,
will they be able to see the real answer that you submitted?

The options are ”Yes”, ”No”, ”Unsure”, or ”Prefer not to answer”.

Appendix A.2. Privacy Concerns

Imagine that during your next doctor’s visit, your primary care doctor informs you that they
are part of a non-profit organization trying to push the boundaries of medical research. This non-
profit is asking patients around the country to share their medical records, which will be used
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to help medical research on improving treatment options and patient care. Your doctor, with
your permission, can facilitate the non-profit getting the information they need. The organization
mainly uses your data for data aggregation, which is a process where raw data is gathered and
expressed in a summary form for statistical analysis.

To further protect your data privacy, the organization would like to provide a customized
privacy protection technology based on your privacy concerns. The following three cases of
data breach may happen either because the organization does not follow a valid standard
data operating procedure or it is beyond the control of the organization. Please rate the
level of concern about these data breach cases. The level of concern ranges from 1 to 5 (1: not
concerned at all, 2: slightly concerned, 3: somewhat concerned, 4: moderately concerned, and
5: extremely concerned).

C1. Hackers attack the database to access your real data.

C2. The government compulsorily acquires your real data.

C3. The organization directly uses or shares your real data.

Appendix A.3. Willingness to Share Data

Imagine that during your next doctor’s visit, your primary care doctor informs you that they
are part of a non-profit organization trying to push the boundaries of medical research. This non-
profit is asking patients around the country to share their medical records, which will be used
to help medical research on improving treatment options and patient care. Your doctor, with
your permission, can facilitate the non-profit getting the information they need. The organization
mainly uses your data for data aggregation, which is a process where raw data is gathered and
expressed in a summary form for statistical analysis.

We would like you to rate your willingness to share your data. You can rate your willingness
ranging from 1 to 5 (1: not willing at all, 2: slightly willing, 3: somewhat willing, 4: moderately
willing, and 5: extremely willing).

Appendix A.4. Open-ended Questions

1. Your willingness to share data was rated XX before knowing that your data would be
protected by the differential privacy technology then you re-rated your willingness level to
be XX. What are the reasons that changed (or didn’t change) your mind?

2. Your privacy concerns rating before was XX for hacker, XX for government and XX for
organization. After learning about how your data would be protected by the differential
privacy technology, your privacy concerns changed to XX for hacker XX for government
and XX for organization. What are the reasons that changed (or didn’t change) your mind?
You may elaborate the reasons for each privacy concern item.

Appendix A.5. Helpful Design Elements

1. What are the 2 (or more) most helpful design elements that helped you understand the
privacy protection technique and why?

2. What are the 2 (or more) most helpful design elements that alleviated your concerns about
privacy breaches and why?

3. What are the design elements that you dislike and why?
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Appendix A.6. Text Description of Local DP

To respect your personal information privacy and ensure better user experience, the data
shared with the organization will be processed via the local differential privacy (LDP) technique.
That is, the app will randomly modify your data on your local device before sending it to the or-
ganization. Since the organization stores only the modified version of your personal information,
your privacy is protected even if the app server’s database is compromised.
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